
HIStory The Big Picture   ISPICE & Perspectives Chart 

PERSIA = Examples 
P - Political E - Economics 

 
R - Religion 
 

S - Social 
 

I - Intellectual 
 

A - Area/Geography 
 

PERSPECTIVES = Why and How People View, Think, Act, and Feel About PERSIA 
Progress or Regression? Fair with no bias?  Equal doesn’t always mean fair  How does logic and or innovation affect progress? SENTENCE STARTERS 

 

(Topic/ Person / Group) is being/showing 
(Perspective) because ____________.  

 

(Topic/ Person / Group) is prioritizing 
(Perspective) because ___________. 

 

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not 
being/showing (Perspective) because 
____________.  

 

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not prioritizing 
(Perspective) because ___________. 
 

(Topic/ Person / Group) is showing a 
balance of (Perspective) and (Perspective), 
etc. because ____________. 

 

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not showing a 
balance of (Perspective) and (Perspective), 
etc. because ____________.  

 

 

  

 
 

 
 

Are they being guided or manipulated? How does right and wrong work with religion? Emotionally controlled? 

   

 
Who’s being closed and or open minded? Is the appropriate tactic being used? EVALUATING PROGRESS AND EQUITY 

 
Progress is being shown because _______. 
Progress is not being shown because ________________. 
Prioritizing (Perspective) is showing (PERSIA) progress because _______. 
Prioritizing (Perspective) is not showing (PERSIA) progress because ___. 
Equity is being shown because _______. 
Equity is not being shown because ________. 
(Name) is manipulating (Example) by/because ________. 
(Name) is guiding/helping/ (Example) when __________. 
Prioritizing equity is showing (PERSIA) progress because ________. 
Prioritizing equity is not showing (PERSIA) progress because _________. 

 
 

  



HIStory The Big Picture   PERSIA & Perspectives Personal Growth Chart 

 

PERSIA = Examples  
P - Political E - Economics 

 
R - Religion 

 
S - Social 

 
I - Intellectual 

 
A - Area/Geography 

 

PERSPECTIVES = Why and How I View, Think, Act, and Feel About PERSIA EXAMPLES 
Are you progressing? Life isn’t fair, so how do you plan to respond?   How does logic and innovation help you succeed? SENTENCE STARTERS 

 

(Topic/ Person / Group) is being/showing 
(Perspective) because ____________.  

 

(Topic/ Person / Group) is prioritizing 
(Perspective) because ___________. 

 

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not being/showing 
(Perspective) because ____________.  

 

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not prioritizing 
(Perspective) because ___________. 
 

(Topic/ Person / Group) is showing a balance 
of (Perspective) and (Perspective), etc. 
because ____________. 

 

(Topic/ Person / Group) is not showing a 
balance of (Perspective) and (Perspective), etc. 
because ____________.  

  

 
 

 
 

Are you being guided or manipulated? How does right, wrong and your beliefs help or hurt you? Emotionally controlled? 

   

 

Who’s being closed and or open minded? Do have you have a process you believe in and follow 
consistently despite your circumstances and emotions? 

EVALUATING YOUR PROGRESS AND EQUITY THROUGH YOUR PERSPECTIVE 

 
I am showing progress because _______. 
I am not progressing because ________________. 
When I prioritize (Perspective), I’m showing (PERSIA) progress because _______. 
When I don’t prioritize (Perspective) I (don’t) show (PERSIA) progress _________. 
Although I don’t think (Example) is equitable, I will _______ because/since _____. 
(Person) was equitable because I ________. 
Going out my way even though I was (Perspective) allowed _________. 
When I manipulate (Perspective) I created (PERSIA) progress because _____. 
Being (Perspective) doesn’t always result in my version of (progress/fairness) 
because _______. 
Being (Perspective) doesn’t always result in my version of (progress/fairness) but I 
will ________ to show (PERSIA) progress because ____. 
When I prioritize (Goal), I can’t/must be (Perspective) because ________. 
When I get frustrated/angry I affect my progress because I (Explain with Example). 
(Name) is guiding/helping/manipulating me when __________. 

How does having limits, no limits, being closed minded, and open-minded affect your progress and whether people treat you 
fairly or not?  How does grit help you persevere when times don’t seem fair and YOUR definition of progress may not be 
achieved yet? 

   


